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Abstract 

In this study an all-organic magnetic field sensor based on an organic light emitting diode 

(OLED) and organic photodetector (OPD) layer stack is presented. This sensor opens 

possibilities to create printable, flexible magnetic field sensors using commercially viable 

components, allowing magnetic field sensors to be simply integrated into existing OLED 

technology. The sensor function is driven by the large magneto-electroluminescence (MEL) 

of a thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF)-emitter based OLED, which in 

reference devices have shown an MEL of about 60% for magnetic fields on the order of 10 

mT. Maximum sensitivity of about 0.15 nA/mT (150 µV/mT or 15 mV/kG with 

amplification) is achieved at a magnetic field of 3 mT to 4 mT. While the detectivity is 

limited to ~ 10-3 T·Hz-1/2, we show this can be improved upon on as the magnetic field 

detection sensitivity of OLEDs measured by an external Si-detector is about an order of 

magnitude higher. Sensitivity of 2 nA/mT and detectivities better than 10-5 T·Hz -1/2 are 

demonstrated, and the intrinsic detectivity limit is estimated to be on the order of 10-9 T·Hz -

1/2. 
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Introduction 

Organic electronics have advanced from niche scientific interest to a commercial success story 

with widespread adoption of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs). Compared to inorganic 

LEDs, OLEDs are brighter, have higher contrast ratios and have larger viewing angles. 

Similarly, organic photovoltaics (OPV) have shown enormous improvements that have enabled 

small-scale power plants and energy sources for wearable electronics and internet of things 

(IoT) applications are on the near-time horizon.1-4 Color-tunable OPV enables new dual-

function applications such as design elements in architecture and energy management of 

buildings in the form of semi-transparent facades and windows. Lightweight, flexible materials 

and low-cost fabrication allows for integration of organic electronics into wearables and 

electronics with unique form factors such as foldable displays.5-8 All these achievements are 

realized due to the unique properties and nearly unlimited tuneability of organic materials. 

Besides energy generation, display and lighting applications, sensor applications in which the 

organic layer is the active sensing layer have not yet been implemented beyond proof of 

concept. One example is a matrix array made of Alq3 OLED pixels that, due to the large MR of 

the organic emitter, allows for the use of pixels as both display and input by using a magnetic 

pen without the need to separate functionalities.9 Another, very recent single OLED sensor 

makes use of optically detected magnetic resonance to obtain sub-micron spatial resolution .10 

Other recent research focuses on applications in which the flexible nature, printability, or the 

potential for cheap one-time use of organic devices provide a unique spot for organic based 

sensors in form of electronic skin.11,12 High-performance inorganic materials define the active 

functionality and organic compounds enable bio-compatible physical properties and 

interfaces,11 including EEG (electroencephalogram) measurements using passive electronic 

device patches consisting of PEDOT:PSS coated Gold electrodes.13 In other cases, like pulse 

oximetry, organic sensors are already successfully implemented.12,14 However, magnetic field 

sensors have still not been employed as certain detectivity benchmarks must be matched and 

performance be improved. In particular magnetic field-based analogs to electrode based 

measurements such as magneto-cardiography (MCG) require ultra-high detectivities to resolve 

fields on the order of only 10s of pT.15 

Organic materials exhibit strong exciton binding energies and long spin relaxation times16-19 

allowing for the observation and study of quantum phenomena at room temperatures and 

possible use in spin enhanced device operation.20-26 Recent interest in room temperature 



observable spin-transport phenomena in organic materials and coherent spin processes such as 

singlet-fission (SF) and triplet fusion (TF) may enable their use as magnetic field sensors. While 

magneto field effects such as magneto-resistance (MR) and magneto-electroluminescence 

(MEL) are well known and studied since the 1970’s27-30, recent reports made sizeable efforts to 

understand the nature of the phenomena and link to material structure via device modelling.23,31-

41 Recent findings correlate the molecular structure and crystallinity to features in the magnetic 

field response of transistors33,42 and OLEDs43, and have helped to develop a better 

understanding of how material properties such as the magnetic dipole zero-field-interaction 

leads to MEL and MR (including signal anisotropy) in electronic devices. The insights on 

anisotropy and field dependence in turn can be used to develop angular field sensors, 

magnetometers, and proximity sensors. Such sensors are crucial in the ever-faster growth and 

adaption of robotics and automation, where the knowledge to carry out high precision, 

repeatable, and complex motor movements rely on an increasing number of sensors and their 

performance.  

In this report, we study the ability of a thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) based 

OLED device in combination with an organic photodetector (OPD) to act as a magnetometer 

and alternative device geometry to MR based sensors. While the TADF OLED exhibits some 

MR effect that is a fraction of the MEL, other common OLED materials might only exhibit a 

measurable MEL effect and absent or weak MR, such as Alq3
44, MEHPPV45, ADTs and 

Rubrene.22,46,47 For such cases the herein reported device structure enables use of these 

materials. Furthermore, we show that a monolithic OLED/OPD stack can achieve sensitivities 

on the order of commercial Hall-sensors and promise detectivities beyond that of organic MR 

based sensors. As both the field sensitive and the detecting component in our novel sensor are 

organic, this sensor can complement existing sensor types by allowing flexible form factors, 

e.g. sensor patches, and printability. We envision that fully solution processed devices and even 

evaporated devices may find use in traditional and non-traditional applications. Upon further 

sensitivity improvements similar sensors might find an application space in flexible sensors in 

medical applications, particularly magneto-cardiography (MCG). 

Results 

In the following we will present a novel magnetic field sensor based on an organic 

photodetector (OPD) / OLED stack. The photodetector consists of ~ 200 nm thick P3HT:PCBM 

bulk-heterojunction spin-coated on top of a 20 nm thick Al (1) / 30 nm thick PEDOT:PSS 



(Clevios AI 4083) electrode and is completed by a thin (~10 nm thick) semi-transparent 

electrode Al(2). On top of this, an approximately 300 nm thick insulating spacer (Cytop 809M) 

is deposited which fulfills a dual-purpose: (i) to tune / reduce the electronic coupling of the 2 

devices, (ii) to act as optical spacer and increase light coupling between the photodetector and 

OLED device. 

 
Figure 1 - Chemical structure of P3HT (a), PC61BM (b), m-MTDATA (c) and 3TPYMB (d). Equivalent 

circuit and energy alignment of the Organic photodetector / OLED stack (e) and device schematic (f). For 

later reference the Al-electrodes are numbered Al(1) through Al(4).  

 

The OLED in this study is based on 4,4′,4′′-Tris[phenyl(m-tolyl)amino]triphenylamine : Tri[3-

(3-pyridyl)mesityl]borane (m-MTDATA : 3TPYMB) vacuum deposited at p0 < 10-4 Pa on a 

semi-transparent (~10 nm) electrode Al(3). A 5 nm thick 3TPYMB electron-injection layer 

(EIL) is followed by a 40 nm thick emission layer of co-deposited of m-MTDATA:3TPYMB 

1:1 followed by a 20 nm thick m-MTDATA hole injection layer (HIL). The device is completed 

by 5 nm molybdenum oxide (MoOx) and an opaque (80 nm) thick Al-electrode (4). In addition 



to the OPD/OLED magnetic field sensor stack, reference P3HT:PCBM OPDs and 

m-MTDATA : 3TPYMB OLEDs on glass were fabricated. The device structure for these 

devices follows the commonly used architecture of glass/ITO/PEDOT/P3HT:PCBM 1:1/Al and 

glass/ITO/PEDOT/m-MTDATA(20 nm) / m-MTDATA : 3TPYMB 1:1 (40 nm) / 3TPYMB (5 

nm) / Al respectively. The chemical structure of the materials and a representation of the energy 

alignment in the device is shown in Figure 1. 

We want to point out that the electrode Al(1) was chosen to be semi-transparent to enable 

measurements of the OLED by an external Si-detector and to ensure device functionality is in 

agreement with expectations. While almost all light will be absorbed by the OPD and only a 

small amount is coupled out to the Si-detector, this configuration allows for a direct comparison 

of the magneto-electroluminescence (MEL) measured on the same device. This allows 

evaluation of the effect of pinholes and stacking induced morphology non-idealities. However, 

in a later sensing application this first Al-layer would be chosen to be opaque to maximize the 

light absorption inside the OPD and minimize the fraction of light lost by out-coupling from 

the device.  

Rigid as well as flexible substrates might be chosen in the future. Similar to other OLED and 

OPD or organic photovoltaic (OPV) technologies, devices will need an encapsulation to protect 

against environmental influences, in particular chemical degradation due to oxygen and 

water.48-52 In commercial applications for OLEDs, encapsulation and material selection has 

been solved to a point that hundreds of operation hours can be reached. Recent research has 

focused on flexible encapsulations and multilayer laminates / barrier stacks have shown 

remarkable stability for 1000 bending cycles and storage under 60 ºC and 90% relative humidity 

for 50 days with negligible OLED degradation.53 However, for simplicity and proof of concept 

for our sensor we do not employ encapsulation and instead measure the devices inside a 

controlled N2 environment (glovebox) with O2 and H2O content of < 0.1ppm.  

Electric & magnetic field characterization of the OLEDs   

Before discussing the OPD/ OLED magnetic field sensor we want to briefly discuss the electric 

and magnetic field dependence of the OLEDs in “normal” architecture on glass/ITO to establish 

a reference point for the luminescence and magnetic characteristics of the OLED emission 

layer. The current density-voltage-luminescence, J-V-L, characteristics of exemplary devices 

of this architecture are shown in Figure 2. All devices exhibit a very pronounced rectification 

behavior due to the large LUMO and HOMO offsets between m-MTDATA and 3TPYMB that 



yield extraordinary charge carrier blocking for electrons and holes at the anode and cathode 

respectively. Unlike much thicker devices of m-MTDATA:3TPYMB 1:1.2 stoichiometry 

reported by Wang et al. which exhibit a voltage and luminescence turn-on near 4 V,54 we 

observe a turn-on near 2 V, corresponding to slightly below the m-MTDATA HOMO – 

3TPYMB LUMO gap of 2.2 eV and also below the contact potential difference between Al(3) 

and MoOx (~2.4 eV) and anticipated flatband conditions. This is in agreement with classic pn-

junction expectations. With increasing bias we see a rapidly increasing luminescence, following 

a power law dependence L ~ J n whereas n = 4 decreases to 1 with increasing current through 

the device, see Figure S1. The maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 0.13% is 

observed near 4V bias, corresponding to (6 to 7) mA/cm2. For larger biases the EQE drops as 

does the exponent n from n = 1 near 4 V to n = 0.5 around 6 V, indicating increased higher 

order recombination like Auger recombination within the device at those bias voltages. Shown 

in Figure 2 is the luminescence spectrum of the OLEDs which exhibits strong peak emission 

near 575 nm corresponding to m-MTDATA: 3TPYMB exciplex emission as reported by Wang 

et al.54 The luminescence spectrum does not exhibit a wavelength shift or change in shape with 

magnetic field for our devices, shown in inset of  Figure 2c are measurements with and without 

a 200 mT B-field. 

 
Figure 2 - J-V-L-characteristics (a), EQE (b) and emission spectrum at 6 V, 75mA/cm2 (c) of typical m-

MTDATA:3TPYMB 1:1 based OLEDs. Traces correspond to 4 individual devices on a substrate. The 

inset in (c) shows the peak normalized emission spectrum of the OLED with and without the presence of a 

200 mT magnetic field (green).  

 

In agreement with the earlier reports, we observe an MEL = [Lum(B)/Lum(B=0) – 1]·100% of 

up to 60% for constant bias in the as-prepared OLEDs. A large contribution of this astonishing 

response is due to a 20% decrease in magneto resistance, MR = [R(B)/R(B=0) – 1]·100%, 

which is also in agreement with Wang et. al. However, for constant current density operation 

the MEL-response is around 10% which is still significant (see Figure S2). The luminescence 



and MEL decreased upon current stressing, in contrast to the 1000% MEL response reported 

by Wang et al. for current conditioned OLEDs. This might be attributable to the significantly 

thinner emitter layer in our experiments. Shown in Figure 3 are the bias and magnetic field 

dependent MEL and MR. Note that a small asymmetry due to device degradation, particularly 

at larger forward biases and driving currents, can be observed that cannot be fully corrected by 

subtracting a linear background. However, this small degradation does not significantly alter 

the underlying line-shape.      

Figure 3 - MEL- (a) and MR -response (b) as function of applied bias and magnetic field for a 

m-MTDATA:3TPYMB 1:1 based OLED on glass/ITO.  

 

Both the MEL and MR exhibit slightly non-Lorentzian like line shapes around zero magnetic 

field that saturates for large magnetic fields, which is a common magnetic field effect (MFE) 

response of organic thin films. A Lorentzian line-shape, MFE ~ B2/(B2+B0
2), can be directly 

deduced from the Hamiltonian for hyperfine coupling dominated MFE.55 However, deviations 

from the Lorentzian line-shape can be observed and the MFE can be described by non-

Lorentzian line-shapes given by MFE ~ B2/(ǀBǀ+B0)
 2 or a superposition of both. In the case of 

zero-field splitting dominated MEL seen in tetracene, Alq3, or rubrene devices, a more "M" or 

"W"-like shape of the MEL can be observed that may or may not exhibit additional features due 

to crossings/anti-crossing of the eigenstates of zero-field spin Hamiltonian. As a plateau in the 

MEL and MR can be observed we can effectively rule out that zero-field-splitting significantly 

contributes to the MEL-response. Fitting the MEL- and MR-response to MFE ~ B2/(ǀBǀ+B0)
 2 

we extract a characteristic field, B0, of ≈ 5 mT and ≈ 7 mT for the MR and MEL response 

respectively. A graph of the extracted B0 values with applied bias is shown in Figure S3. We 

therefore attribute the MEL and MR response to the same underlying phenomenon. This is 



further supported by the observation that both MR and MEL onsets coincide at the same bias. 

It is worth noting that negative MC (positive MR) was observed in unipolar devices at low bias 

voltages 17,56-58, suggesting that both charges are involved in our case.  

 

Characterization of the OPD/OLED magnetic field sensor 

In the following section, the results for the combined OPD/OLED magnetic field-sensor will 

be shown. Additional information on a sensor based on separated OPD and OLED, both in 

normal architecture on glass/ITO substrates, can be found in the Supplementary information. 

Here we note that the EQE of the OPD in the relevant wavelength range around the maximum 

of the OLED emission is > 40% compared to 55% - 65% for a Si-detector, Figure S4. 

Furthermore, no significant change in photocurrent with magnetic field and only a minor change 

of the magneto-conductance (< 0.5%) was observed, see Figure S5.  

Shown in Figure 4 are the J-V-L-characteristics of the OPD/ OLED layer stack. For reference 

purposes the luminescence signal as measured by a Si-detector on the outside of the device is 

shown as well. The device geometry was optimized for the layer stack such that no light is 

coupled out of the device without passing the OPD. Thus, light reaching the Si-detector already 

passed through the OPD and the semi-transparent electrodes Al(1) through Al(3). This leads to 

an approximately 100× smaller detectable signal by the Si-detector compared to the OLEDs 

characterized in the first section of this manuscript. In an optimized device no light will be 

coupled out of the device, as both the bottom, Al(1), and top, Al(4), electrode will be opaque 

and the OPD thickness increased to enhance absorption and performance. However, for 

investigative purposes we choose to work with a geometry that allows for some light “leaking” 

out of the device, as this allows us to quantitatively address the TADF emission layer.  

The turn-on voltage of the OLED emission as measured by the Si-detector slightly increased 

by 0.2 V as compared to the devices shown in Figure 2. This can be attributed to the 

significantly reduced outcoupling of the emitted light and detection floor which is limited by 

measurement noise. The J-V-characteristics of the OLED show a slightly less pronounced diode 

behavior compared to the devices in the first section of the manuscript, and an overall reduced 

current density. We attribute this to 2 factors, the first being an increased series resistance of 

the semi-transparent Al(3) electrode compared to the devices above, which besides the expected 

current loss also leads to a distribution of bias voltages with distance to the external contact 

point and washing out of the diode “knee”. And second, a slightly worse emitter morphology 



and film quality due to compiling defects and imperfections in each of the layers of the device 

stack. Despite the non-ideal behavior, the OLEDs show sufficient performance to demonstrate 

the sensor. 

 
Figure 4 – J-V-L-characteristics of the OPD/OLED layer stack. The luminescence measured by the OPD 

is shown in red broken lines, the luminescence as measured with a Si-detector on the outside the device is 

shown in black. Note the device geometry is not optimized for the Si-detection. Due to the absorption in 

the OPD layer and low transparency of the 20nm Al bottom electrode the detected signal by the Si-

detector is several orders of magnitude smaller than in the reference TADF devices in the first section of 

the manuscript as well as compared to the OPD. Please note that the absolute of the photodetector current 

is plotted to allow for a comparison of the leakage currents and the photo-current due to luminesce over a 

large current range. 

 

Unlike the ideal two region response of the Si-detector, constant low noise floor below emission 

turn-on followed by the above discussed bias dependent luminescence increase above the 

emission turn-on, the response of the OPD detector shows a strong bias dependence throughout 

all OLED biases. The region below the luminescence turn-on (< 2.2 V) and in the low 

luminescence region (< 3 V), region I (yellow shading), is dominated by electrical coupling of 

the OPD to the OLED. Due to pinholes in the insulating Cytop-spacer as well as some 

electrostatic coupling during the bias sweep, a non-linear background current can be measured. 

This current is positive which is the same sign as the OLED device current. Once luminescence 

from the OLED becomes significantly larger, the contribution of the generated photocurrent in 

the OPD becomes the dominating contribution to the OPD detector current, region (II, blue 

shading). Based on the chosen device geometry using a standard, non-inverted OPD layout the 

sign of the photocurrent is expected to be negative, and indeed between region (I) and (II) the 

current changes from negative to positive which makes us confident that region (II) is indeed 



where the photocurrent dominates the OPD response. The sign change in the OPD response 

occurs around 3.3 V in this case, whereas the prior local extrema in the OPD current signal can 

be observed at about 2.8 V and lines-up well with the turn-on of the electroluminescence as 

measured by the Si-detector. Note that we plot the absolute value of the detector current in 

Figure 4 to allow for a comparison of the currents over several orders of magnitude (log-scale). 

Shown in Figure S6 is the same data on a linear scale for the detector response. 

The following section will include a discussion of the MEL response of the OPD/OLED stack 

and subsequent device operation. Shown in Figure 5 are the response from the Si-detector and 

OPD in a side-by-side comparison, for an overlay of both datasets on the same graph please 

refer to Figure S7. Note measurements were performed in a sequential order where 

measurement resulted in slight device degradation, especially that of the P3HT:PCBM OPD. 

Shown in Figure S8 are J-V-L-characterizations of the device after each additional 

measurement. Note the bias at which the OPD sign changes shifts from 3.3 V prior the first 

MEL-map to 3.7 V after completion. To ensure reliable data, the MEL response measured by 

the integrated OPD was background corrected for the coupling between OPD and OLED, the 

uncorrected data is shown in Figure S9. About 10% MEL can be observed when measured with 

the Si-detector. The reduced magnitude of the MEL as compared to the OLED response 

reported in the first section of the manuscript might be due to the slightly worse layer quality 

in the increasingly complex device. However, both the internal OPD detector and external Si-

detector show MEL responses that agree very well with each other.   

Figure 5 - MEL-response as function of applied OLED bias and magnetic field for the OPD/OLED device 

measured with the Si-photodetector (a) and with the integrated OPD-detector (b). The MEL data 

measured by the OPD was background corrected. 

 



Rather than the MEL response, the application relevant characteristics are the field sensitivity, 

which in this case is the derivation of the detector current S = dI/dB, and the detectivity which 

provides the noise floor and is the lowest magnetic field that can be measured. Sensitivities for 

different sensor types themselves cannot be compared easily. This is due to different measured 

state variables for different sensor types, e.g. voltage for Hall-sensors, resistance for MR based 

sensors, frequency for resonance based magnetometers10,59, etc. However, it provides for a way 

to evaluate the accessible field range, linearity and required readout electronics. For the 

fabricated OPD/OLED layer stacks the sensitivity at various bias voltages of the OLED is 

shown in Figure 6 for a magnetic field scan from -25 mT to 25 mT. The sensitivity shows a 

highly non-linear dependence which is comparable to those of magneto-resistive devices and 

expected from the Lorentzian like line shape of the underlying magnetic field response. The 

maximum sensitivity is about 0.15 nA/mT near a magnetic field of 3 mT to 4 mT. For 

comparison the sensitivity for an OLED on ITO glass at 4 V measured with a Si-detector is 

about an order of magnitude bigger with approximately 2 nA/mT. 

 

 

Figure 6 – Sensitivity S = dI/dB as function of applied bias and magnetic field for the OPD/OLED device 

(a). Shown in (b) is the measured detectivity compared to a commercial Hall-sensor as well as to the 

detectivity that can be reached evaluating the MR and MEL with a Si detector of an OLED deposited on 

glass/ITO. No data smoothing or data correction was performed.  

 

Also shown in Figure 6 is the detectivity that can be reached by our sensor setup and a Hall 

sensor. Currently high electric noise levels likely caused by coupling between the OPD and 

OLED sub-devices, and the low EQE of the monolithic device limit the detectivity to mT Hz -

1/2, however noise data for a reference OLED on ITO glass measured using a Si-detector without 

magnetic shielding shows field detectivities comparable to those of a Hall-sensor (µT Hz -1/2) 

and below. Compared to the detectivity that can be achieved by utilizing the MR effect alone, 



the detectivity via the measurement of the MEL response using a good detector is one order of 

magnitude lower. This is in part due to the increased MEL response compared to the MR (Figure 

3).  

Finally, we want to provide an estimation on what detectivities could ultimately be reached 

upon further device optimization and that of the external measurement setup. Approximating 

the internal detectivity limit by the sum of all noise sources within the sensor represented by 

their respective noise spectral densities N in the status variable of the measurement:  

 

𝐷 ≥  
√∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝐵

 

 

In case of the OPD/OLED device the relevant noise sources are the detector noise of the 

photodiode which if reverse biased equals the “dark current shot noise” ~2qIs, and the noise of 

the light source. We assume that the emission noise is due to the driving current of the OLED 

device, which if sufficiently forward biased is again shot noise limited ~2qId · EQE, where we 

account for the fraction of emitted photons via the EQE of the OLED device. As Id is orders of 

magnitudes larger than the dark saturation current of the detector, the noise limit is dictated by 

the OLED emission such that we can give an upper estimate of 2× emission noise as a limit. 

Based on the values of the glass/ITO OLED at 4V forward bias with a driving current of Id 

~1.6mA (experimental current density of 10 mA/cm2 , see Figure 2), EQE of 6·10-3 % and dI/dB 

= 1 nA/mT the detectivity limit thus would be about 3 nT/Hz -1/2. For comparison the detectivity 

for the same MR based device (shot noise ~ 2qId, dI/dB = 500 nA/mT) would be an order of 

magnitude bigger ~50 nT/Hz -1/2. Later estimate agrees with giant magnetoresistance based 

magnetic field sensors of similar magnitude in MR (~ 10%), e.g.  ~100 nT Hz  -1/2 at low 

frequencies and (0.1 – 10 ) nT Hz -1/2 at high frequencies.60,61 Thus pointing to the origin of the 

low detectivities in our preliminary data above in the external electronics for amplification and 

detection and not the core sensor itself. 

 

Conclusion 

In this study we have introduced a thin film magnetic field sensor based on a monolithic 

OPD/OLED layer stack based on the large magnetic field response of the OLED emission. We 

have shown that sensitivities and detectivities comparable to those of commercial Hall-sensors 

can be achieved and predict it will be exceeded with optimization. The field sensitivity for the 



monolithic stack was 0.15 nA/mT near a magnetic field of 3 mT to 4 mT. However, the 

detectivity was somewhat limited with 10-3 T·Hz-1/2. For comparison the sensitivity of OLEDs 

on ITO glass and measured by an external Si-detector is about an order of magnitude better 

with approximately 2 nA/mT and detectivity < 10-5 T·Hz-1/2, identical to what we measured for 

a Hall-sensor. This first proof of concept provides a promising reference point.  

Device performance increase of the OPD/OLED-stack is expected by upscaling of the 

deposition processes and additional optimization. The EQE and MEL-change are well below 

the reported literature values for OLEDs based on the same TADF material, and so 

improvements to the fabrication of the OLED on the OPD surface will undoubtably result in 

better performance than the demonstration shown here. Recent studies of similar materials have 

shown large magnetic field effects of 10’s and even 100’s percent47,54,62-64, which allows for 

further optimization of the device by emitter selection and doping optimization. Furthermore, 

the detection component can be improved by replacing the P3HT based OPD with a detector 

layer with higher efficiency or one that shows a strong magnetic field response that can be used 

to compound field sensitivity.42 Assuming a luminescence change of the OLED on the order of 

60 % a modest change in the detected photocurrent of 3% MFE would lead to compounded 

65 % change of the overall detector-signal. This compounding sensitivity increase represents 

an inherent benefit of the monolithic stack compared to simpler MR based sensors, which only 

detect the change in a single active layer.  

We envision that solution processed and evaporated devices may find use in traditional and 

non-traditional applications replacing Hall-sensors, GMR and TMR based sensors. One might 

envision medical applications, e.g. MCG, if detectivity limits can be improved to pT·Hz-1/2 and 

below. Additionally, the described layer stack might be operated with FETs in a bistable 

operation, Xue and Forrest,65 to form a magnetic switch. Combining these possibilities with 

printed electronics and flexible electronics makes it possible to integrate this sensor into 

electronic skin applications and existing OLED technologies. 



Methods  

Device Fabrication 

The donor and acceptor materials 4,4′,4′′-Tris[phenyl(m-tolyl)amino]triphenylamine (m-

MTDATA) and Tri[3-(3-pyridyl)mesityl]borane (3TPYMB), respectively, were purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich1 and used as received. Devices were deposited on commercially available 

patterned indium tin oxide (Thin Film Devices, Rs = 15 ohms/sq) or glass with evaporated Al 

electrodes. Substrates were cleaned via sonication in chloroform and isopropanol, followed by 

15 min of ultraviolet/ozone treatment. PEDOT:PSS (Clevios AI4083) was spun at 3000 rpm 

and annealed 10min @ 120C under ambient conditions. P3HT:PCBM 1:1 was spun from a 

40 mg/mL by weight solution under ambient conditions. The OPD was annealed at 150C inside 

a nitrogen filled GB after deposition of the Al electrodes. All metal films, MoOx, as well as m-

MDATA and 3TPYMB were thermally evaporated using a Lesker deposition system at a base 

pressure of < 10-4 Pa connected to an N2 purged glovebox (<1 ppm H2O, O2). The layered 

architecture of the herein investigated devices was:  

(i) TADF OLEDs on ITO Glass: Glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/m-MTDATA(20 nm)/m-

MTDATA:3TPYMB(1:1, 40 nm)/3TPYMB(5 nm)/Al(80 nm) 

Device Area as defined by the overlap between ITO and metal electrode was 

4 mm2 

(ii) OPD/OLED stack: Glass/Al(20 nm)/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM(1:1)/Al(10 

nm)/Cytop/Al(10 nm)/3TPYMB(10 nm)/m-MTDATA:3TPYMB(1:1, 40 

nm)/m-MTDATA(20 nm)/MoOx(7.5 nm)/Al(40 nm) 

Device Area: 16 mm2 

 

Device Characterization 

Current density-Voltage-Luminescence, J-V-L, characteristics were measured using a Keithley 

2636A source meter and Si-photodetector (Thorlabs SM1PD1B) placed on top the OLED 

devices. The dark current of the Si-photodetector was < 5 pA and relative luminescence curves 

have been corrected for a constant background obtained in the negative bias range. Measured 

photodiode currents were converted to luminance values via weighting of the OLED emission 

spectrum by the measured detector response and luminous function. In case of the OPD/OLED 

devices additional measurements were performed using the internal detector (OPD). In these 

cases, no correction to the obtained detector current were performed unless otherwise noted. 

Magneto-electroluminescence, MEL, was measured with the sample placed between the poles 

of an electromagnet, with the magnetic field vector perpendicular to the surface normal (in the 

plane of the substrate). The magnetic field was measured using a Hall probe. The maximum 

field strength was 175 mT. All measurements were performed inside a N2 purged glovebox (<1 

ppm H2O, O2).  

 
1 Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper in order to specify the 

experimental procedure adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement 

by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the materials or equipment 

identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose. 
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